Hello Everyone.
Not quite Vauxhall however some nice period photos of interest came
along following a trip in June when I went to Chandlers Hill in South
Australia with Michael and Lester Thearle as well as Brett Blackmore
(all Bentley boys) as Michael had purchased Ed Harris’ 3 litre Bentley
following Ed’s death last year. Ed had owned the 3 litre since about
1954 however the car had not been on the road since the 70’s when
Ed attended a rally in South Australia with a borrowed 3 litre engine
from Jumbo Goddard (OE169). Ed attended the rally and when he
returned home removed the engine and returned it to Jumbo.
Prior to owning his 3 litre Ed purchased an LM14-40 with a two seater
body, he restored the car and a photo of it appears below. Does
anyone in South Australia know of the car and if it still exists. Ed’s
son Andrew advised me it is not his father driving the 14-40.
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Removing 3 litre’s lights bonnet and radiator for loading

Breakfast in Burra S.A. on the way home

The photos of the two 23-60’s below also came from Ed Harris’ photo
album and are probably South Australian cars. Does anyone know the
identity or demise of either car?
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Jeff’s Wolfgang of Mayfield, Denman and his 23-60 rolling chassis
with the dashboard and instruments fitted. Close to being finished
and presented to the Denman Historical Society Museum for display.

L to R Jeff Wolfgang, Dave Stuart, Rob Merryfull, Neil Heilbrunn and
Phil Virgona

Between bouts of fighting with kangaroos, dropping anvils on his
foot, tearing his meniscus muscle and being snowed in at Orange,
Euan Coutts has found time to repaint their 23-60 OD793. The below
photographs depict this particular 23-30 from the early 60’s to
present.
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Early 60’s at The Rivers property near Canowindra

A few years ago Euan and Wilga near O’Connell

OD793 is now known as “Bluey”

Leigh Whitfield from Victoria generously lent me his two huge folders
of articles on all things Vauxhall he has collected over the years and
is allowing me to share some of the articles and photographs with
you. I have attached an article appearing in the Motoring News of the
Canberra Times dated July 28th 2000 and it relates to a 23-60 once
owned by Charles Kingsford Smith. We have no records of this car,
nor its chassis number or demise.
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The advertisement below was for the Sydney Vauxhall Dealer Alfonso
Brown who was followed by George Ennis and then Boyd Edkins.
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The photograph below is also one from Leigh Whitfield’s collection
and depicts a 16 H.P. Vauxhall which looks a similar model to the one
in the above advertisement for Alfonso Brown.

The photograph below was taken at Berowa Waters on the
Hawkesbury River on the way home from lunch at The Fishermans
Hotel. From the left to right are the Ward’s 23-60, Ferguson’s 14-40,
Heilbrunn’s A Type with Merryfulls, Walton’s 30-98 and Stuart’s 23-60.

OD1107 - M1028 A11-487 - OE53 - OD494

Some may have seen the two photographs below as they come from
the book titled ‘Early Motoring in South Africa a Pictorial History’. The
23-60 is a late model 1925/1926 car with the tandem drive engine fitted
with the later SU carburetor. Also the straight sided lock rim wheels
with 34 x 4 1/2 Dunlop Cord tyres. The car is also fitted with Hartford
shock absorbers on the front. The CAV model EV lights were fitted to
the later cars and the bonnet you will notice is the later one with
concealed and not exposed rivets as well as seven louvers in the side
panel and not six as seen on the early bonnets. Also the correct black
painted knock-ons for those who have the later model cars.
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The 30-98 below is of the Dean car on their trip around Australia in
c1926. This would look a fairly menacing machine coming up behind
you. To watch the newsreel I found, I had to register with the ASO
vide the link in the article.
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The photograph below is from the Australian Motor Sport September
14th 1946 and depicts what appears a modified unbraked 23-60. Do
any of the South Australian readers know of the car or its driver A.J.
Condon.

The period photos below were sent to me by Leigh Whitfield of
Victoria.
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A Type could be somewhere in Australia
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Wartime D Type

Possibly a re-commissioned wartime D Type
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British Army motor car, M-25446, (Vauxhall 25 limousine) towing a motor car out of the mud at Hamel, January 1917.
(IWM Q1767). The rear wheels seem to be spinning in this image, but the front wheels are static.
The Vauxhall D-Type, or "25hp," had a 4-cylinder 3,969cc engine that could take five passengers to just over 60 mph.
It was developed from the 'Prince Henry' Vauxhall (1911-1914). Nearly 2,000 were built for the Home Office. Civilian
production continued until 1922. The manufacture of this car had begun before the beginning of the First World War.
During the conflict, the War Department bought many with strengthened suspension for heavy loads and rough
roads.

The article below comes from the Australian Motor Sport magazine
dated June 16 1947 and was written by Bob Shepherd on Boyd Edkins
record breaking car A210. Bop Shepherd was a founder member of
the Vintage Sports Car Club of Australia and his accurate drawings of
cars are well documented in the Club’s library.
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In recent years Peter Adams purchased Fifty Bob from Sandy Holmes
and following Peter’s death the car passed onto his sons who
maintain and use the car from their Maxon Machinery Factory at
Boolaroo on the central coast of N.S.W.

Below is another advertisement from Leigh Whitfield’s Vauxhall
memorabilia depicting the three models of Vauxhall for sale at Barlow
Motors in Melbourne.
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General Allenby arrives in Jerusalem in a D Type.
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I guess the factory photograph above is of an A Type and by the angle
of the steering column is for the fitment of a saloon body.
Phil Virgona sent me the photograph below which is believed to be a
Queensland car. It is a D Type as it has side entry wiring for the side
lights and 5 louvers in the bonnet. It appears to be an Australian
bodied car.

Photo below from Phil Virgona is of OD724 at the Motor Classica
Exhibition in Melbourne.
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This further photograph is of the chassis plate of OD724 and apart
from the hole drilled in the bottom right hand side the plate it appears
to be original however I am amazed at its condition.

Some more photographs from the archives of the The Vintage Motor
Club in Sydney.

1957 AIRSTRIP MARSDEN PARK N.S.W.
OE-D? - OE108 Black Bess
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- OE127

1958 The Oaks Airstrip N.S.W. Christmas Party OE239

1971 Mountain Rally OD949
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1974 Mountain Rally OD966

OD998 at Warwick Farm near Sydney 1964
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PARTS AND SERVICES
EVAN QUARMBY (OD1072) mobile 04 4842 4476 from N.S.W. can provide new 23-60 and 30-98
radiator caps as well as re-enameling of Vauxhall radiator badges.

New rear brake cam shafts to suit 23-60 and 30-98 trunnions.

Restoration of damaged bakelite magneto distributer caps.

Before

After
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CRANKSTART ENGINEERING John Kent (w) 03 5798 3053

Parts - not exhaustive
Blade drive couplings for D, E, early OD and OE.
Bottom Water Elbow castings in alloy.
Head Gaskets - pending for OD and OE.
Timing chain conversion to roller chain for D, E, OD and OE models.
OE Cylinder Heads.
OE exhaust manifolds.

Services
All aspects of restorations and maintenance including sub assemblies.
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ARGO ENGINEERING – 84 Swan Street, Morpeth N.S.W. Phil and Adam Ph 02 49347099

14-40 Conrod

A Type conrod
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30-98/23-60 conrod

For enquiries or placement of orders for new steel conrods direct
contact on the above phone number to either Phil or Adam is
required. You will need to discuss whether the rods are to be
machined for poured or slipper bearings – they can do both.
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DAVE STUART mob 04 2828 2360
New bronze castings for early model hood rests $25.00 ea

New bronze castings for Rotax bulb horn mounting bracket to the firewall $25.00 ea

New aluminium castings for C.A.V. side light plinths $20.00 ea
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OD – OE and 14-40 hood to windscreen clamps

D Type OD and OE luggage rack brackets

It is our aim to have a record four D Types, D2965 (Wayne Merton)
D3120 (Peter Weir) D3190 (Murray McDonogh) D3688 (Greg Roberts)
at Beechworth next April for the Veteran and Vintage Vauxhall Rally.

D2965

D3190
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D3190

D3688

Evan Quarmby sent me a photograph of his 23-60 OD1072’s chassis
now up on its wheels. Evan is now moving onto the body and just
perhaps, we’ll see it on the road at the end of next year.

It’s just one giant leap forward from how Evan brought it home from
Sydney a few years ago.
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The Ral Rainsford tankard is awarded by the Committee of the A – D
Vauxhall Register for the best restoration of an A – D Type Vauxhall
during the year. The trophy was made available by Ral Rainsford of
South Australia and I can advise that for the past four years it has
been awarded to Australian Vauxhalls. In 2018 it was awarded to
Robert Lovell of Lismore for his restoration of his 23-60 OD1115 and
in 2019 it was awarded to John Ellis of South Australia for his
restoration of the Prince Henry A11.517.

The Ral Rainsford Tankard
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Last year it was awarded to Greg and Gill Roberts for the restoration
of their D Type roadster D3688.

Greg and Gill with D3688 with trophy for 2020

This year the trophy has been awarded to Wilga and Euan Coutts of
Orange N.S.W. the upgrade of the paintwork of their 23-60 OD793.

Euan and Wilga with OD793 with trophy for 2021

FOR SALES
Max Stephenson from Queensland has advised that his 23-60
OD966/OD678 is for sale. The car was formally owned by Laurie Ogle
of N.S.W. and is a well known 23-60 campaigned by Laurie and
Margaret Ogle for many years in the Vintage Motor Club as well as the
V.S.C.C.A. Max purchased the 23-60 from Laurie in late 2008.
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Max advises he is asking $98,000 or very near offer for the car and he
reports that following a full restoration it is completely reliable and he
would be happy to drive to any part of Australia.
For enquiries please ring Max direct on mobile 0407 642 715

Finally thanks to all those who regularly contributed with material
throughout the year for the newsletters. I know there are many of you
out there that could also contribute with some photographs, written
material or simply a photograph of your car with a little about the last
rally you attended. So please find some time in the new year to send
me something for the newsletters as it will be much appreciated.
Wishing you all a merry Christmas and I hope things ease a little next
year with the virus so we can meet up again on the Vauxhall Rally at
Beechworth in May.

Dave Stuart.
Mob: 04 2828 23560
Email: tubby2360@gmail.com
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